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The Prez’s Corner – Don Bartick
I’m not sure how many years I’ve been your
President, but it’s been a long time. I didn’t
agree to a life term. As such, a year ago at
the 4th Quarter Board meeting, I provided a
12 month notice that my Presidency/
Chairman, Board of Trustees would end
December 30th, 2018. With that said, next
month at the 4th Quarter Board meeting we
will be holding election of Officers amongst
the Board members. Keep in mind that we’re
still looking for a member to volunteer to fill
the vacant Board position. Anyone out there
in Orbiteers land that is interested in this
position, please contact me. The Board is
responsible for plotting the course of your
club. Fresh ideas are always welcomed.
As I mentioned last month, the Perris field
was being invaded by tons and tons of mulch.
Bernie Crowe, the SCAMPS President took it
upon himself to contact the farmer who leases
the property and the trucking firm bringing in
the mulch. The invasion of the mulch on our
launch area was halted. Bernie also brought
in the AMA Field representative to advise the
farmer on the available insurance provided by
AMA at no cost. Bernie also offered to work
out same compensation for lost of revenue by
excluding our flying field. The farmer had no
interest in any of the offers. He would prefer
keeping a very low profile. The plan is to till
the mulch into the existing soil and after 3
years consider farming the area. I also
mentioned that Bernie was promoting the
formation of an Alliance of model clubs that
use the field. A meeting was held November
13th with representatives from the Orbiteers,
SCAMPS, Scale Staffel, Oasis FAC Squadron
and the FAI group. We agreed to sign the

Perris Free Flight Alliance. The Objectives
are:
1. Communication between the
participants
2. Maintenance of a common schedule
3. Communication of the rules of use
within each participant group
4. Selection of a rotating spokesperson to
interface with AMA
Orbiteers member Lance Palmer acquired a
Digital Torque meter for Indoor models. It was
designed by Jake Palmer. The case is 3D
printed. The mechanism is from a digital
scale. Readings are in inch-grams and inch
ounces. Lance was at the Free Flight Alliance
meet. He asked if I would take the Torque
meter and offer it as a prize at one of our
indoor contest. I agreed. Therefore, I will offer
it as the 1st place prize at the next P-18 event.
This is the fairest competition since it is new
to all of us and even our novice indoor
competitors are very competitive in the P-18
event. So keep this in mine.
I’ve completed the construction, covering and
doping of the Joulebox Mark III E-36. The
next thing to be done is installing the motor
and electronics. This will be a challenge for
me in that as a Mechanical Engineer, I hate
wires. Hope it works for me.
That’s a wrap for now.
Remember: “Simplicity is the ultimate
sophistication.”
Leonardo da Vinci
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Origins and History of My Free Flight Hobby
By Mike Jester

Like many young boys did in the 1950’s and 1960’s, I played a lot outdoors with simple balsa wood
gliders like the 10 cent North Pacific STRATO. I also flew rudimentary rubber powered stick models like the
25 cent SLEEK STREEK. When I was a teenager, I received a brand-new plastic COX .049 control line
Corsair as a gift. If my memory is correct, that Corsair only ever made one or two circles in flight. Then,
while still a teenager, I tried to build a few stick and tissue models using GUILLOWS kits. I don’t think I
ever actually completed one to the point where it could fly. I had no chance of achieving flights over 15
seconds with my GUILLOWS kit models as I had no mentor to teach me trimming. Years later, when I was
in my early thirties, I made a few flights with a 2-channel gas-powered RC foamy that I purchased. I learned
that I could fly the model while it was traveling away from me, but I could not easily adjust to controlling the
model when it was traveling towards me.
Fast forward to the early part of the 21st century. I was drafted to be the coach for my daughter’s
middle school Wright Stuff team in Science Olympiad as apparently no other parent had experience flying
model airplanes that exceeded mine. Wright Stuff airplanes are basically 8-gram indoor duration rubber
powered stick models. While I was coaching Wright Stuff, my students were fortunate to be mentored by
John Hutchison, a long-time member of the San Diego Orbiteers who is a master in all types of free flight
modeling. With lots of attention to detail and a great deal of practice, the Wright Stuff teams I coached won
a half dozen gold medals in both the San Diego regional, and Southern California State Science Olympiad
competitions at both the middle school and high school levels. By 2008 I was hooked on free flight. Much
of what I know about free flight came from John’s patient and expert guidance.
I built my first indoor Phantom Flash, A6, and Limited Penny Plane (LPP) models in the 2008 - 2011
time-frame. Thank goodness I took advantage of the opportunity to fly for a whole day in one of the blimp
hangars in Tustin, California in 2011 and then again in 2012. That is no longer possible. Indoor AMA
records have been set in that amazing CAT IV site.
Sometime around 2012 John gave me a Herr Engineering kit for a 30-inch wingspan Fairchild 24.
With his help, I was able to build, trim and fly that model successfully in outdoor Flying Aces Club (FAC)
contests put on by the San Diego FAC club, the Scale Staffel Squadron. At John’s urging, I soon built my
first P-30, a Square Eagle, and won my first P-30 contest I entered with the same. In that contest I enjoyed
beginner’s luck with thermals at the old Otay Mesa flying field used by the Orbiteers for forty years. Flying
there, and losing planes over the U.S.-Mexico border, is no longer possible as the land is being developed.
A few years ago, I purchased a Pirate P-30 and a Candy G coupe from STAR-LINK FLITETECH.
These “high tech” were models built in the Ukraine and they certainly lived up to their reputations as good
fliers. Since 2015, trips to contests in Eloy, Arizona, Perris, California, and Buckeye, Arizona have added to
my outdoor competition experience. I continued to fly indoors, building several more A6 models and a
couple of more LPP models each with the hope of getting ever closer to the minimum legal weight. Stan
Buddenbohm graciously gave me a Pathfinder outdoor catapult launched glider (CLG) and I had many good
flights with the same. Most of what I know about CLGs came from Stan’s tutelage. When it comes to
building and flying catapult and hand-launched gliders, there is nobody more accomplished than Stan. He is
a wonderful mentor as well.

Mike Jester launching his Gollywock at WESTFAC V - photo by Arline Bartick

In 2014 I built my first Old Time Rubber (OTR) model, a Gollywock. While this model came in
heavy at 75+ grams, it turned out to be an excellent, durable flier. Over the past four years my Gollywock
has achieved many maxes. As time went by, I realized that I am not an artist, nor a great craftsman, and
therefore lack the skill set needed to build a good scale model. My few entries in the Rubber Scale FAC
event have proven this. Therefore, in outdoor free flight I prefer the Embryo, P-30, coupe and OTR events.
Indoors my interests now focus on A6 and LPP. Starting last year, I became enamored of the new P-18
provisional indoor AMA event.
So now in 2018 I have a half-dozen P-30 models, three coupes, numerous outdoor FAC models and a
half-dozen OTR ships. Indoors I have two flyable LPPs, three flyable A6 models, and three flyable P-18
models. My efforts at Phantom Flash and No-Cal have gone dormant, as I seem to only be able to build
models of this type that are too heavy or that develop serious warps. I have several good outdoor CLGs. I
love the complexity and challenge of indoor and outdoor CLGs, but I need to overcome my nasty habit of
knocking off the tail feathers when launching.
A few years ago, Kang Lee, a two-time world F1D champion, politely pointed out that in order to be
really good I would need to concentrate on one event. But I enjoy the variety of the free flight models that I
build and fly. The comradely and generosity of other fliers is a bonus. As a retired (and recovering) patent
attorney, I like reading plans and working with my hands. Free flight has become my principal hobby. It is
cheaper than golf, and better for my back.

San Diego Orbiteers - Outdoor Contest Results - October 21, 2018 - Perris, CA
( Photos by Arline Bartick )
P-30
Flier

Total of 3 flights

Total

Rank

Don Bartick
John Hutchison
Mike Pykelny

120
74
70

347
288
197

1
2
3

107
120
67

120
94
60

No Orbiteers fliers chose to officially fly in either the Power event or the Glider event.

Clint Brooks
Mike Pykelny
Mike Pykelny

Linda Piazza – Sweet Treats for flyers

Don Bartick

San Diego Orbiteers - Outdoor Contest Results - October 21, 2018 - Perris, CA

P-30 Mass Launch

Lee Heinz

Stan Buddenbohm

Photos by Arline Barkick

Ralph Ray 
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Orbiteers - Indoor Contest Results - November 4, 2018

( Photos by Arline Bartick )

Limited Penny Plane
Flier

Best 2 of 5 flights

Total

Rank

Mike Jester
Richard Wood
Don Brent
Don Bartick
John Hutchison

254
234
170
153
70

528
481
365
314
70

1
2
3
4
5

274
247
195
161
unrecorded

Scale Staffel - Indoor Contest Results - November 4, 2018
No-Cal
Flier

model

3 flights

Total

Rank

Richard Wood
Mike Jester
Walter Ainslie

Zero
Pilatus Porter
Prairie Bird

140 143 172
28 32 38
25 DNF DNF

455
98
25

1
2
3

Chan Mun Kim Canard
Canard Mass Launch - T-Minus 3 seconds and counting

Mass
Launch
Award

T-Zero and launch 

Orbiteers - Indoor Contest Results - November 4, 2018

( Photos by Arline Bartick )

Walter Ainslie

Mike Jester

William Scott

November 2018 Indoor Flight Line

Nick Panousis
Richard Wood 

Orbiteers - Indoor Contest Results - November 4, 2018

( Photos by Arline Bartick )

Stan Buddenbohm

Don Brent
Don Bartick

Mike Jester

Chan Mun Kim

2018 OUTDOOR FLYING SCHEDULE
----All are AMA Sanctioned & National Cup
Events
Nov 25 - Old Time Nostalgia Rubber
E36/Power & HL/Catapult Glider
(Nov 25TH rain date)
Dec 9 - Coupe
E36/Power & HL/Catapult Glider
(Dec 16TH rain date)
* Non-Club Points Event

2018 INDOOR FLYING SCHEDULE
Dec 2 - P-18 & Embryo*
*Non-Club Points Event

NFFS 2019 CALL FOR PAPERS
Model aircraft have evolved for centuries and it is not just a USA thing. First there were basic
gliders, then elastic bands, ignition motors, glow engines, new construction methods, new adhesive and
finishing materials, you name it. With each technological advance we Free-Flighters have embraced new
technologies, leading us to changes we only imagined, and in many cases didn't expect! Many factors
influence the evolution of our aircraft and the way we operate them, though--not simply technological ones.
We now have over 50 years of NFFS Symposia under our belt and during this time we've seen and
documented much of the changing Free Flight landscape. As we kick off another year, the persistent
question remains…not what is the future of Free Flight, but what will Free Flight look like in the future?
So--with one view to the past and the other looking forward, we'd like to offer a theme for the 2019
Symposium: Evolution in Free Flight - The Need of Invention
While we'd much prefer to hear your thoughts on this theme, we offer a few teasers or ideas for you to
ponder, in no particular order:
 Articles we are looking for want to have a premise, not just a presentation. Why is your
article/model created? Where will your technology take model aircraft? Need spurns
invention. How have we ridden that fine line between max performance and practicality?
 Evolution of any particular aspect of free flight aircraft airfoils, aerodynamics, engines, propulsion,
timing & control devices, composite materials, e.g. why did the introduction of carbon fiber influence
your designs--or electric motors and systems.
 Rules, technical implications of rule changes at any level… FAI, AMA, Indoor:
o Our most stable rules--what are they and why have they remained successful? What are the
fundamental attributes of a great competition rule?
o What rule changes might we be on the verge of making? What pressures are there on our
present rules--which may really be, what has become of our airplanes and events and what
will become of our airplanes as rule changes are implemented?
 Entry & Exit of Free Flighters into and out of the hobby. Where do they come from? Where do they
go? What attracts them? What dismays them? What converts spectators into passionate participants?
Your successes and failures pursuant to getting new flyers? (suggests data survey?)
Put your imagination to work and submit a topic you wish to pursue for inclusion in the 2019 NFFS
Symposium.
If similar topics are received, we will make an effort to put those authors together for a collaborative
article. If you've been kicking around an idea for an article that doesn't quite match this theme (for instance, a
purely technical article on construction or aerodynamics), submit it anyway! Maybe with the addition of a
little context, it could very possibly find a home in the 2019 National Free Flight Symposium.
Submit a synopsis of your proposed article with title and/or idea, preferably with an outline of your
topic and what your article will be about as soon as possible to:
Rick Pangell, Your 2019 Symposium Editor, 6994 So. Prescott St., Littleton, CO 80120
Phone: 303-798-2188 Or E-mail: themaxout@aol.com
The preferable format would be electronic in Microsoft Word format.
Email is a wonderful method of contact.

SAN DIEGO ORBITEERS
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San Diego, California 92117-4266

WHAT’S HAPPENING -

November / December 2018

Nov. 25 - Orbiteer Outdoor Monthly
SCAMPS Field, Perris CA, 8:00 am.
Feature Event: Old Time Nostalgia Rubber
Other Events: E36/Power & HL/Catapult Glider
Dec. 2 - Indoor Flying
Grossmont College (Upper Gym), 7:30 am to 11:30 am.
Feature Events: P-18 & Embryo
Dec. 9 - Orbiteer Outdoor Monthly ( Dec 16TH rain date )
SCAMPS Field, Perris CA, 8:00 am.
Feature Event: Coupe
Other Events: E36/Power & HL/Catapult Glider
Dec. 12 - Orbiteer Board Meeting, 6:00 pm.
Don Bartick Residence, 22465 Casa De Carol, Ramona CA 92065-4429
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